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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
Happy Easter — I said that once to a guy who snapped—it's 4 
resurrection day! I agreed, and told him, yeah, that's what I said? 5 
His temper rose, and he ratcheted his assault to a full attempt at 6 
retort—no, you didn't, you said happy Easter, and we do not 7 
worship Ishtar. And I said, right! That's why I didn't say Happy 8 
Ishtar, I said Happy Easter. Now he was what might be called 9 
flummoxed — so I explained. William Tyndale used a common 10 
German expression for our Christian celebration of Jesus' 11 
resurrection, Oestern (O'-ster) — it's a sort of gerund, taking a verb 12 
meaning to make alive, or come to life, or resurrection, and so in 13 
one form used to identify Spring, and so from that root, morphing 14 
it into a special proper noun, they coined a word to name the day 15 
we celebrate Christ's resurrection—and in English, this word is 16 
EASTER. 17 
Now, for clarification, we don't do Virgin-Mary-rabbits, Playboy 18 
Bunnies, or combine any other Roman-Greek Fertility rites into 19 
our celebration, which, incomprehensibly, has also some 20 
connection to Chicken eggs — but we do celebrate EASTER! 21 
I don't know how much you know about pagan theology—whether 22 
expressed in Roman-Greco or Roman-Christian traditions, which 23 
are pagan perversions. But I can tell you that rabbits don't have, 24 
hatch or eat eggs, and that a man is not a woman, nor a woman a 25 
man and there is as much sense in teaching children pagan spring-26 
fertility symbolism during Easter as there is in trying to inveigle 27 
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children into believing men and women can imagine their gender 28 
and by that make it change. 29 
No surgery or chemicals, no amount of estrogen or testosterone 30 
will ever transgender anyone, and no amount of inveigling will 31 
make a pagan tradition Christian—and, while I'm on the topic—32 
injecting humans with snake DNA connected to mammal spike 33 
proteins hoping to combine the "seed (DNA) of the Serpent" with 34 
the "seed (DNA) of the woman" to create spawns for Satan might 35 
excite demons but GOD is not amused—for even as iron and clay 36 
will not combine, neither will the serpent's DNA combine with that 37 
of men (see Daniel 2:43-45). The last time something like this was 38 
tried (Genesis 6), we got ourselves a FLOOD that almost entirely 39 
wiped out mankind—not sure how many will go in this next wave 40 
of DIVINE judgment but I suggest you get in God's ARK — Noah 41 
built the first one, JESUS the second — 42 
Noah labored to build an ark of lumber — gopher wood, to be 43 
exact — to save mankind from the consequence of trying to 44 
manipulate human DNA, and the Spirit by Peter said the like 45 
figure of God's provision of safety through that time of great 46 
judgment (the FLOOD) is today His CHURCH, the ARK that 47 
JESUS BUILT (I Peter 3:18-22 — my text for Sunday morning—48 
believe me, you don't want to miss our Easter Service). 49 
Woah—now that was classic Brain Massage — there is so much 50 
insight packed into that statement on Easter it will take a year to 51 
unpack it! Mercy — the Brain Masseur is BACK baby! Hahaha! 52 
Okay, settle down! Quit rolling your eyes, good night, if you keep 53 
that up, your eyes are going to fall back into your empty head —  54 
You know I've visited Russia 9 times over nine consecutive years 55 
beginning in 1992. Enjoyed visiting at various seasons, Christmas 56 
and Easter being the most memorable. At least back in the 90s, 57 
during the Easter season, the common Russian greeting was 58 
Cristos Vas Kress — which was responded to with Vi-Eestano Vas 59 
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Kress.  The greeter said, Christ is RISEN, and the response was 60 
Truly He is RISEN. 61 
The major topics of interest to us are Elon Musk's attempt to save 62 
Democracy from the Demoncrats by taking Twitter from their 63 
control, the revelation that the SARS-CoV-2 virus originated from 64 
snake DNA, specifically, the Chinese Kraite, or maybe the Chinese 65 
Cobra, and is more venom than virus, this word, virus, originally 66 
used to speak of toxic venoms, and Dominion thieves protecting 67 
their Dominion machines from exposure and eradication! — it's all 68 
FIX 2020 or BUST! 69 
It's time for your BRAIN MASSAGE. 70 
[TRUTH] 71 
Everybody is talking about the Elon Musk attempt to save 72 
Democracy from the Demoncrats by taking Twitter from their 73 
control. 74 
It is disturbing how perverse the left has become. Twitter's board of 75 
directors has unanimously adopted what they are calling their 76 
"poison pill" defense against Elon's proposal to buy the company 77 
and take it private.1 It puts in place a limited duration shareholder 78 
rights plan that allows its investors to realize the full value of their 79 
investment by blocking any one person from gaining control 80 
without paying shareholders a premium, or giving the board more 81 
time. Do you get it? The trick is to actually block Elon from buying 82 
anymore stock once he reaches a threshold of 15% ownership.2 At 83 
that point, he looses his right to purchase anymore stock—now, I 84 
don't think that is legal! But, the SEC is controlled by the devils 85 
who hate free speech and want to protect government control over 86 
public platforms, like Twitter. 87 

                                     
1 https://federalnewsnetwork.com/business-news/2022/04/twitter-adopts-poison-pill-defense-in-musk-takeover-bid/ 
2 https://finance.yahoo.com/news/twitter-adopts-limited-duration-shareholder-161000434.html 
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This hurts Twitter shareholders because it takes Twitter OUT OF 88 
THE FREE MARKET, takes it out of the control of its shareholders 89 
and puts it into the CONTROL of the DIRECTORS. 90 
Why are "they" going insane over Elon's effort to take Twitter out 91 
of the hands of government control? Elon put it very simply: it's 92 
about first amendment protections of free speech; it's about the 93 
battle raging right now in America over the meaning of democracy 94 
and the meaning of free speech. 95 
Elon said, the simple test for free speech is whether "someone you 96 
don't like can say something you don't like."3 He said, "Having a 97 
public platform that is massively trusted, and broadly inclusive is 98 
extremely important to the future of civilization."4 99 
In an environment where government, or other social control 100 
fascists use coercion, whether it's in the form of manipulation, 101 
bullying, or force and compulsion to STOP SOMEONE THEY 102 
DON'T LIKE FROM SAYING WHAT THEY DON'T WANT TO 103 
HEAR — what you have is fascism, totalitarianism, you have 104 
Orwell's vision of 1984, you have Hitler's Reich, you have — well, 105 
you have Obama's vision for the Transformation of America, you 106 
have Satanic control of your mouth—you have WHAT THE 107 
MASKS REPRESENT to these devils — you have the Obama's 108 
dream society, where he can say to whomever he dislikes, "sit 109 
down, and shut up." Remember that?5 110 
But the left is going totally, what's a good King George English 111 
word for this, ah, here you go, BONKERS — wait no that's 112 
twentieth century, here you go, why is the left getting all 113 
jerrycummumbled? Haha. Or, all pudding-headed! 114 

                                     
3 https://dailycaller.com/2022/04/14/says-something-you-dont-like-elon-musk-free-speech-looks-like/ 
4 https://www.newsmax.com/finance/financenews/musk-43-billion-twitter-buyout-sufficient-funds/2022/04/14/id/1065768/ 
5 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jifjRVLVjzA Listed with The 25 Most Obnoxious Quotes From Barack Obama, 
https://townhall.com/columnists/johnhawkins/2012/09/18/the-25-most-obnoxious-quotes-from-barack-obama-n1234493 
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For example, here is Jeff Bezos, owner of the Washington Post, a 115 
multi-billionaire and he does not think Elon Musk (also a multi-116 
billionaire) should be allowed to own Twitter — what am I missing 117 
here? Yeah, bozo Bezos, and he is a bozo, friend, I just don't have 118 
time at present to explain, he is the BILLIONAIRE OWNER of the 119 
WASHINGTON POST and he comes out and says, right outloud 120 
in front of God and everybody, that he objects to Musk owning 121 
Twitter — his editorial board at WA Po said we need to "prevent 122 
rich people from controlling our channels of communication."6 123 
Washington Post opinion writer, Max Boot tweeted that he was 124 
frightened at the prospect of Musk owning Twitter. He followed up 125 
on Thursday last, in his column, saying "Anyone who thinks the 126 
problem with social media is too much content moderation, rather 127 
than too little, should not own one of the most powerful platforms 128 
online."7  129 
MSNBCs Mika Brzenzinski is afraid Elon's takeover of Twitter 130 
could set what she called a "very dangerous precedent."8 It's 131 
DANGEROUS to champion free speech. 132 
MSNBC host Katy Tur went into meltdown mode after Thursday's 133 
announcement that Musk intends to buy Twitter. Tur said, and 134 
you should see her mug as she said this, I mean, she looks really, 135 
really, and painfully constipated, as she said, "There are real and 136 
devastating consequences for using that platform to lie, and we've 137 
seen it happen."9 She went on to say, "there are massive, life and 138 
globe-altering consequences for just letting people run wild on the 139 
thing." [IBID] What would be the "life and globe-altering 140 
consequences" — she reveals it later when she said worryingly that 141 
Musk might allow President Trump back on Twitter. (Mock gasp!) 142 

                                     
6 https://twitter.com/ClayTravis/status/1514670344703029254/photo/1 
7 https://www.foxnews.com/media/max-boot-elon-musks-twitter-takeover-bid-democracy 
8 https://www.foxnews.com/media/msnbc-mika-brzezinski-elon-musk-twitter-takeover-dangerous-precedent 
9 https://www.theblaze.com/news/katy-tur-twitter-elon-musk 
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How crazy is the left's reaction to this? As Tom Fitton so aptly put 143 
it, "the totalitarian left responding to Elon Musk move to buy 144 
Twitter with calls for the government to confiscate his wealth."10 145 
Two things really scare lefties and RINOS — one is free speech. 146 
The other is PEOPLE rallying to champions of it. 147 
Max Boot got a blast of calls for his booting — because he called for 148 
more "content moderation." How did Max respond? He said the 149 
reaction he got is the exact REASON Musk should not be in 150 
charge.11 That's the modern liberal for you! Shut up, People. We 151 
don't want to hear from you! 152 
"Content Moderation" — liberals always use "great swelling words" 153 
to advance their tyrannical agenda. Content Moderation is 154 
government controlling what you say. We've seen what "they" 155 
mean by it — they mean orange man can't talk, and neither can 156 
anyone else who says something the liberals don't want to hear. FB, 157 
Twitter, and the so-called legacy media, have decided the "TRUTH" 158 
is the official position of the government! So they move quickly to 159 
shut down any persons of influence who speak against their "so 160 
called" truth — they have decided that the official position of the 161 
fascist government is the test for what is allowed speech. 162 
We see how the wicked government view protecting free speech. 163 
Bibles were removed from an Easter display in veteran's medical 164 
center gift shop because some atheists objected.12 Now, let's ask 165 
them to remove CRT and transgender promoting sex education 166 
from our government classrooms because we Christians object to 167 
it! Hahahahh. Not on your life! You see! That's what happens when 168 
we turn the government over to vile and wicked men and women 169 
who hate God, Christians, and the Bible.  170 

                                     
10 https://twitter.com/tomfitton/status/1514627998070284294?s=11&t=50E4A9vY3ClpudLil8LCRg 
11 https://www.foxnews.com/media/max-boot-elon-musks-twitter-takeover-bid-democracy 
12 https://www.theblaze.com/news/bibles-removed-from-easter-display-at-veterans-medical-center-gift-shop-after-atheist-group-
objects-to-them 
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It is the EXACT OPPOSITTE of free speech, and it is the very 171 
creature our FOUNDERS sought to bridle — not the right of the 172 
people to speak freely, but the power of the government to 173 
interfere. 174 
This trend of businesses throwing in with the government, 175 
becoming agents of government oppression, becoming the 176 
governments reach into our personal daily lives to control us, to 177 
PUT THE SYMBOLICAL MASK ON OUR FACE 178 
REPRESENTING THEIR DESIRE TO CONTROL WHAT WE 179 
SAY — IT IS FASCIST! It's the very definition of fascism— 180 
So, why do the Saudis have their Thoub in a knot over Elon's move 181 
to buy Twitter? Apparently, the Saud prince, Alwaleed bin Talal 182 
owns a stake in Twitter and he rejects Elon's offer, said it does not 183 
come close to the intrinsic value of the company — 184 
How valuable is Twitter to the prince? Why has this caused so 185 
much panic, heart palpitations, sweaty brows and palms—the 186 
RETURN OF TRUMP! The value of controlling Twitter is in the 187 
ability of the WICKED to keep the orange man out, and keep the 188 
sugar daddy of totalitarians everywhere—Biden—in! 189 
Hold on through the break! I'll be right back! 190 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 191 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 192 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 193 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 194 
liberty. 195 
The revelation that the SARS-CoV-2 virus originated from snake 196 
DNA, specifically, the Chinese Kraite, or maybe the Chinese 197 
Cobra, and is more venom than virus, is gaining momentum in 198 
social media. Dr. Ardis tells his story of enlightenment to this 199 
newest so-called conspiracy theory in interviews with social media 200 
influencers. 201 
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You will enjoy my Comfort & Counsel visit, no. 443 — I offer some 202 
biblical analysis of the SARS-CoV-2 snake origin theory that will 203 
blow your mind!  204 
"Blow your mind." Now there's an old 60s-era expression! It's "far 205 
out" and "outa-sight." That was back when the liberal hippies hated 206 
"the man," yeah, before they became "the man." That's a liberal 207 
thing you know — I was against it before I was for it — get into 208 
their ideological DNA when those who were against "the man" 209 
"became the man."  210 
Back when the left believed in free speech, and honest elections. 211 
When at least most of them actually loved America. 212 
Anyway, let's look at this firestorm Dr. Ardis has unleashed. The 213 
word virus was originally used to speak of toxic poison.13 In the late 214 
14th century (AD 1500s) from Latin virus which referred to a 215 
poisonous substance. Virus has roots in a Sanskrit word visam, 216 
which refers to venom, or poison from a fluid. It was not used to 217 
speak of an agent that causes infectious disease until the later 18th 218 
century (AD 1790s). The modern use began in the 1800s. 219 
Dr. Ardis points to several articles published in Jan. of 2020 that 220 
said the virus likely originated in snakes. Here is one I found.14 Jan. 221 
22, 2020, Coronavirus outbreak in China traced to snakes. After a 222 
bunch of government serving drivel, it gets to the point of the title 223 
of this article: "Finally, the team uncovered evidence that the 2019-224 
nCoV likely resided in snakes before being transmitted to humans. 225 
Results derived from our evolutionary analysis suggest for the first 226 
time that snake is the most probable wildlife animal reservoir for 227 
the 2019-nCoV." [IBID] Here the article is published under a title 228 
that shows Sci-Tech understood the point of it: "Snake Pneumonia" 229 

                                     
13 https://www.etymonline.com/word/virus 
14 https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2020/01/200122150028.htm 
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— Coronavirus Outbreak in China Traced to Snakes by Genetic 230 
Analysis.15 Published Jan. 22, 2020, by SciTechDaily.  231 
It gets technical, but it's sometimes helpful to understand how 232 
scientists arrived at their conclusions even if we don't totally 233 
understand all they are telling us. 234 
When these scientists looked at the genome sequence of the 235 
COVID causing virus, they noticed the segment of the sequence 236 
that identifies the origin of it, compared most closely with that of 237 
snakes: primarily, the Chinese Krait, and secondarily the Chinese 238 
Cobra. There is other stuff in the sequence too, that is identifiable 239 
with bats, and most concerning, a spike protein that is specifically 240 
tasked with carrying the infection into the human body. This is the 241 
reason many reputable, honest, brave scientists have sounded the 242 
alarm that this virus looks like something created in a lab. 243 
Here is an article works so hard to bend the iron of science to 244 
support the government line it's breathing huffing and puffing in 245 
laborious breathing—the virus originated in nature, in a market 246 
not in a lab. The title is Cross-species transmission of the newly 247 
identified coronavirus 2019-nCoV, it's written by Wei Ji, Wei 248 
Wang, Xiaofang Zhao, Junjie Zai, and Xingguang Li, published by 249 
NIH (that's Fauci's parent organization for his NIAID) in the 250 
National Library of Medicine, National Center for Biotechnology 251 
Information, at pubmed.gov, April of 2020. Here is a chart 252 
published in this article that shows the Chinese Krait snake is the 253 
nearest animal they can find that could be the origin of the virus. 254 
Here is the quote of particular interest to those seeking the TRUTH 255 
that is consistently buried in these government cover-up articles: 256 
"Additionally, our findings suggest that 2019-nCoV has MOST 257 
SIMILAR GENETIC INFORMATION WITH BAT 258 
CORONAVIRUS AND MOST SIMILAR CODON USAGE BIAS 259 

                                     
15 https://scitechdaily.com/snake-pneumonia-coronavirus-outbreak-in-china-traced-to-snakes-by-genetic-analysis/ 
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WITH SNAKE." The article concludes by saying this 260 
recombination of stuff from snakes and bats contributed to the 261 
"cross-species transmission" of the virus.16 262 
It's cute how these articles are written to hide the truth even while 263 
they are telling it. They say here, "2019-nCoV has most similar 264 
genetic information with bat coronavirus and most similar codon 265 
usage bias with snake." What in the world is codon usage bias? 266 
Interestingly, that's what identifies the ORIGIN of the virus—so 267 
when they say their study of the virus' genome sequence shows it's 268 
greatest affinity is with bats, it goes on to say, however, that the 269 
sequence that identifies for ORIGINS actually points to a SNAKE. 270 
In order for a snake venom genome to connect with Human 271 
genome, you need a mediator—so to speak! The Bat is a mammal, 272 
and we have had experience with bat virus communicating to 273 
humans. Snake genome would not be expected to combine with bat 274 
genome in nature. This was created in a lab. Some Wuhan scientist, 275 
funded by Fauci, combined snake venom (original meaning of 276 
virus) with bat genetic material, specifically in order to deliver the 277 
SNAKE VENOM to HUMANS via a virus. 278 
Well, well, well! Monoclonal antibodies are essentially anti-venom. 279 
Yeah, same stuff used to heal you from a rattlesnake bite. Maybe 280 
that is the reason monoclonal antibodies is so effective in treating 281 
COVID. You are suffering from SNAKE venom — which, adding 282 
to the mystery of all this — produces virtually all the same 283 
symptoms that are associated with COVID.  284 
The government medical establishment does not want you using 285 
monoclonal antibodies to treat their snake bite disease for the same 286 
reason they don't want you using Hydroxychloroquine or 287 
Ivermectin — it gets in the way of their agenda. 288 

                                     
16 https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/31967321/ 
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Dr. Ardis goes farther and presents an array of evidence supporting 289 
his conclusion that these jokers are trying to inject us with snake 290 
DNA in order to make us a hybrid human—a transhuman. Getting 291 
us used to transgender, they want to lead us into accepting the 292 
concept of transhuman.  293 
However, it's not going to work. Daniel 2:43 warns that in the time 294 
of the ten toes—the ten kings federation that will rise in the earth 295 
and subdue the world under its power—the TEN HORNED 296 
BEAST of Daniel 7—the precursor to the one world global 297 
government prophesied by John in Revelation 13 — you know, the 298 
whole antichrist, beasty thing, the 666, and all that—totally for real 299 
prophecies, by the way—so these ten kings are going to try to 300 
mingle themselves with the seed of men — Daniel 2:43. The "seed 301 
of men" refers to the genome that fertilizes the female in 302 
conception. Sometimes in Bible prophecy, symbols have multiple 303 
meanings. One understanding of "iron" in this prophecy is the 304 
spiritual powers giving strength to the kingdom. And one 305 
understanding of the clay refers to the human counterpart to the 306 
iron. The devils giving these kings their power will attempt, to 307 
mingle themselves with the seed of men. This word mingle suggests 308 
the idea of mixing the devils and these human kings together to 309 
create a new substance — but, according to Daniel, it will not 310 
work! The devils can inhabit the men that serve them, but they will 311 
not be able to become them. 312 
This effort to facilitate what they call transhumanism will fail, and 313 
the perpetrators will be brought to justice. The last time this sort of 314 
mixing of the "sons of God" with the "daughters of men" was tried 315 
(see Genesis 6), it brought upon us the FLOOD where the human 316 
race was almost entirely wiped off the planet. Something Satan has 317 
been rooting for right along. He is at it again! 318 
Come Sunday and learn how this relates to EASTER and where to 319 
hide from the coming judgment! 320 
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I'll have to greatly summarize my third point—which I intended to 321 
make the main point.  322 
The Dominion thieves are fighting hard to protect their Dominion 323 
stealing machines from exposure and eradication! — it's FIX 2020 324 
or BUST! 325 
And the truth is breaking through. Here is a story about Ballot box 326 
STUFFING gone radical, fanatical, extreme, quadruple X, 327 
quadruple double X — into the outer limits.17 Here it is — in plain 328 
view for anyone to see — hundreds of thousands of ballots stuffed 329 
into these drop boxes, literally canceling our vote, and robbing 330 
from us our inalienable right to elect our representatives. 331 
Until we get rid of these cursed machines, we cannot even get the 332 
government we deserve! We are getting the government "they" 333 
decide.  334 
You are invited to attend the Easter services at Lighthouse Baptist 335 
Church. We begin at 9:30 with a fascinating look at the first 336 
appearance of Christ after His resurrection. Sunday, our service 337 
begins at 10:45 AM, I'll be preaching a message that explains how 338 
the Resurrection of our LORD directly connects to everything that 339 
is going on in our country and around the world—I'll talk about 340 
the coming judgment and the place God has provided to protect 341 
you and your family. Sunday night, at 5 pm, I'll reflect on the 342 
dramatic events of the CROSS from both the spiritual and physical 343 
realms of this world. 344 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 345 
know if you see them.  346 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 347 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 348 

                                     
17 https://twitter.com/reallizusa/status/1514962740800065544?s=11&t=eS03wiZyUGid5ZCaewG5WQ 
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email. You can listen to the Brain Massage show on this site, and 349 
download my show notes. All free! 350 
You can leave a message on our Lights On hotline: 805.314.2114. 351 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 352 


